
PETER (Entering, with Susan): For crissake, what are you doing out here?

ROBERT: Oh, it is so great to have a terrace in this city. Wow.

SUSAN: Really? We just use it to store old sleds and stuff.

PETER (Indicating): Look. Hundreds of thousands of terraces in New York and never have I 
seen a single person out on even one of them.

SUSAN: Plus you worry about kids tracking in dirt or falling over.

PETER: And everyone can hear everything you say. (Leans over, calls up) Are you listening? 
(To Susan and Robert) Not to mention look at all that bird-doo.

(Robert quickly removes his jacket from the railing)

SUSAN: And noise?! You cannot even hear yourself think. And what can you see? All you can 
see is the building across the street.

PETER (Leaning over): Well, If you lean way out and look over there you can see the East 
River.

SUSAN (Pulling Peter back): Except that you really can’t. Peter almost met his Maker one night 
trying to see that dumb ol’ East River. He did.

ROBERT: You saved him?

SUSAN: Me? No. Well, I suppose, in a way.

PETER: She fainted so I got down.

SUSAN: Peter just is not afraid of anything at all. Unfortunately, I simple was not made that 
way. One day Peter fell off the ladder while he was putting up my curio cabinet and he split his 
head right open. Well, I fainted. I came to, I looked at his head and I fainted again.

PETER: Four times she fainted that night.

ROBERT (Laughing): Well, see now, to me that is so sweet. That is charm. Oh, you gotta be one
lucky guy, Peter. I mean, hey, that kind of – Southern graciousness – there just ain’t much of that
around these parts. You two are – he said with envy – just beautiful together. Really a terrific 
pair. And Peter – if you ever decide to leave her – I want to be the first to know.

SUSAN (Smiling at Peter): Well…

PETER: You’re the first to know.

SUSAN (Elated): We’re getting divorced.

PETER: We haven’t told anyone yet.

ROBERT (Stunned): Oh.
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SUSAN: Bobby, what a nice surprise. Peter, look who dropped in. Oh, I know, you must be 
Kathy.

MARTA: Wrong.

PETER: April? Shelly?

SUSAN (As Mara continues to shake her head “no”): Kiki? Nancy?

ROBERT: Whoa. See, they’re great kidders. This is Marta.

SUSAN: OH, Marta, of course, and you’re just what Robert said. SO pretty and so – original.

MARTA (Leaning over the railing): Oh, cool, look. You can see the East River.

ROBERT (Pulling her back after Susan reacts badly): Well, I’m real surprised to find you two 
guys out on your terrace.

PETER: OH, I decided to fix it all up.

SUSAN (To Marta): Is our Robert not a thing of beauty and a boy forever?

PETER: So, how you been, Bob?

ROBERT: Oh, you know me, always happy.

(The other three have been looking away; now they drop their smiles and turn to Robert)

PETER (Covering the awkward moment): Yo, Bob, did Susan ever show the terrific pictures 
from Mexico when I went down to get the divorce?

ROBERT: Divorce? You mean you two are not married now?

SUSAN: Well, not since the divorce.

PETER: It was so absolutely sensational I phoned Susan to come down and join me.

SUSAN: We both put on five pounds.

ROBERT: Then where are you living now, Peter?

PETER: Why, here at home. I mean, I’ve got responsibilities. I’ve got Susan and the kids to take 
care of. I certainly would never leave them.

ROBERT: So, are you two considering getting married again?

SUSAN: Married? Oh, no, we tried that, thank you very much.

PETER: We’re so much more married now than when we were married.

ROBERT: Well, I guess it takes two to make a happy divorce.

SUSAN: Whenever Robert’s over I get this feeling we’re auditioning for him.
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